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WHO SHOULD PAY?

COVID-19 THE GREAT LEVELLER

We have said before that asking the public taxpayer, which means the poor people and the middle
class people, to cover this COVID lock-down recovery, is unreasonable, unwarranted, morally
decrepit and an intolerable act. The proper place to fund the recovery is from those upper 20%
wage earners, Banks, CEOs, Financial investors, lawyers, large international companies working
in Canada and all the 20% GROSS earners. We need to prevent their money from removal from
Canada.

Without forcing the wealthy, and particularly the mega wealthy, to fund the entire recovery, we
will see a backlash from our communities because it has been these wealthy portions of our
communities who have been taking from our societies without paying their fair share to run the
country. We all know the mega wealthy do not pay taxes. They only claim they do without
actually doing. We all know these mega earners are in control of our various governments. We
need to find politicians who are on the side of the little people.

Let’s say it up front now, the little people who do in fact support and pay for the operation and
running of our communities, will not tolerate the wealthy heaping the recovery costs onto our
backs. COVID-19 is going to have to be THE GREAT LEVELLER. 

COVID-19 MUST MAKE THE WEALTHY PAY.

What can you do?
Well, complaining does not work. Politicians slough off complaints as something that will blow
over. Print this document and send it to all your friends. Email this doc to your friends.

The solution.....Contact your MPs and your MMPs and TELL THEM you want the wealthy
paying for the entire recovery from COVID-19. Discipline yourself when communicating with
politicians. Don’t become bitter. Don’t complain further. Don’t call them names. We know the
country WAS NOT prepared for this pandemic. They know the country was not prepared for this
pandemic. So, do not bring it up. Just simply state your request to them. Copy the following and
send it to them. You will need to send out TWO emails, one to you Federal MP and one to your
Provincial/Territorial MMP. Go to the internet and find out who these people are who represent
YOU. Get their email addresses.
- - - - - - -
To: Your MP (Place their name and email address in here.)

Your  MMP (Place their name and email address in here.)
Subject Line: COVID-19 - WHO SHOULD PAY FOR RECOVERY?
Email Body: I want the wealthy paying for the entire recovery from COVID-19 please.

No compromises please.

Signed: Type in your name. Type in your Postal Code.
- - - - - - -
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